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Which board game takes its name from an apology? Sorry! 
The American game Parcheesi is similar to which game played in the UK? Ludo 
Which board game includes the characters of Colonel Mustard and Miss Scarlet? Cluedo 
In which popular board game can players choose to play as Scottish Terrier and Racing Car, amongst 
others? 

Monopoly 

In which general knowledge game released in 1981 do players collect 'wedges' of different colours? Trivial Pursuit 
Which board game issued in 1992 gives players 30 seconds to describe words to their team? Articulate 
Which board game is played by two players who must guess the positions of the opposing players 
pieces to win? 

Battleship 

In which board game does the player act as a doctor removing plasic ailments from a patient? Operation 
Which game involves a spinner and a plastic mat with red, yellow, green and blue circles? Twister 
What is the name of the game in which players are represented by rodent-shaped game pieces? Mouse Trap 
In which game must the player roll 5 dice in certain combinations to win? Yahtzee 
What is the full name of the game often referred to as D&D? Dungeons and Dragons 
In which two-player game do players take turns placing coloured disks in a vertical grid? Connect Four 
What two-player game shares its name with a Shakespeare play? Othello 
In which classic game must the player travel from the bottom left of the board to the top right by 
rolling dice and avoiding hazards? 

Snakes and Ladders 

In which game must players guess the word drawn by their team-mates? Pictionary 
What is the name of the board game in which up to 4 players must construct words to win points? Scrabble 
Which two chess pieces are involved in the move 'castling’? Castle/Rook and King 
In which strategy board game must a player conquer the earth through conflict or diplomacy? Risk 
In which board game must players move 15 pieces across and off the board to win? Backgammon 
In 2016, which character was removed from the game of Cluedo and replaced with the mysterious Dr. 
Orchid? 

Mrs White 

How many blocks are there in a Jenga tower at the start of a game? 54 
What number is 'Here Comes Herbie' in bingo lingo? Number 53 
Which charades-inspired word-guessing game, first published in 1985, was invented by Robert Angel? Pictionary 

 


